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Based upon the student responses
from our Post MMUN Online
Conference Survey
OVERALL EXPERIENCE
All the delegates indicated that it was an awesome experience that really
challenged them.
One delegate wrote to us: “This experience has been just amazing online and I
strongly recommend students join.”

COMMITTEE MEETING EXPERIENCE
All the delegates indicated that the committee meeting negotiations were
impactful.
Over 92% of the delegates indicated that:
the committee meeting atmosphere was impactful
their voices were heard in committee
their ideas were heard in informal consultation
the Bureau was very good at supporting committee work and keeping things
moving, even in a virtual environment

INCREASE IN KNOWLEDGE
All delegates indicated that their MMUN experience led to an increase in knowledge
in current issues and international relations.
Delegates also indicated an increase in knowledge on:
Understanding How the United Nations Works | 92.30%
Learning about Other Cultures, Societies | 92.30%
Understanding the Role Regional Alliances Play in International Resolutions | 92.31%
How History Impacts Current Events | 84.61%
Developing a Sense of the Complexity of Motivations Behind National Positions |
83.33%
World Geography and Social Studies | 61.54%

INCREASE IN SKILLS
All delegates indicated that their MMUN experience led to an increased ability
using facts to support their positions.
Delegates also indicated an increase in knowledge on:
Learning to Work Collaboratively to Solve Problems | 92.31%
Learning to Negotiate Effectively | 92.31%
Interpersonal Skills to Develop Consensus | 92.31%
Research Skills | 92.31%
Critiquing Fellow Students in a Constructive Manner | 91.67%
Public Speaking | 84.61%
Writing Skills | 83.33%
One delegate wrote to us: “At first, I was scared of public speaking, but then MMUN
made that almost nonexistent.”

SOCIAL EMOTIONAL IMPACT ON STUDENTS
Almost all delegates (99.9%) indicated that their MMUN experience helped them
learn to listen and respect the ideas of others.
Delegates also indicated an impact on:
Greater Empathy and Tolerance | 92.31%
Personal Confidence in My Ideas | 92.30%
Expressing My Thoughts to New People | 92.31%
Making Friends with People Who are Different Than I Am | 69.22%

STUDENTS' AWARENESS OF THEIR ROLES IN THE WORLD
MMUN has made me believe that:
I have become part of a global community | 100%
International friendships are amazing | 92.3%
I can make the world a better place | 84.61%

STUDENTS' DESIRE TO AFFECT SOCIAL ACTION
MMUN has made me believe that I can’t wait to get more involved | 100%
Delegates indicated that MMUN made them believe:
My voice is important | 92.30%
Change to global problems is possible now | 92.31%
My generation has a role to play in solving today's problems | 92.31%
I can't wait for the rest of the world to fix the problems: I need to be a part of the
solution | 92.30%
The world needs my input | 84.61%
I can make a change locally that impacts the world globally | 84.62%
One delegate wrote to us: “Change your community; change the world.”

